Here is a Microsoft translation of
the Dutch review of the new CD….
Singer Tommy Numbers (aka Tom
Gould) and his backing band ' The
Wildcats ' (aka rockabilly trio ' The
Eugene Chrysler Band '), being
guitarist Skip Krevens, double bass
player Eugene Chrysler and
drummer Jeff ' Junior Mintz '
Somerstein together form the
musical side project of Tom Gould,
the frontman and lead singer of the well-known and often reviewed here
at Rootstime rock-'n' roll format' The Bossa Nova Beatniks ' from New
York.
On the record "Every Now And Then" brings this Quartet nine cover
versions of well-known rock 'n ' roll classics three of which were written
by the legendary duo Jerry Leiber and Mike Stoller (for the music) (for the
texts), being the House composers of Elvis Presley. They wrote a few
decades ago the songs "Ruby Baby", "Love Me" and "Bossa Nova Baby"
which were respectively ' The Drifters ' hits in 1956, Elvis Presley in 1956
and another Elvis for the soundtrack of the movie "Fun In Acapulco" from
1963. Other covers on this plate are recorded live versions of the songs
sung by Elvis in the collective memory "That's Alright Mama" from 1954,
"Just Because" (see video) of ' The Shelton Brothers ' from 1933 and also
reflected on the song repertoire of Elvis in 1956, "Sixteen Tons" by

country singer Merle Travis 1946 and sung by Elvis in 1955 and "Little
Sister" from 1961.
Further ' Tommy Numbers & The Wildcats ' as the bubonic plague him
Slippin' And Slidin' "of swinging rock'n'rollversie from" Little Richard from
1956 and of "Honey Don't" by Carl Perkins (1956). As you can see there
are quite a few songs on this cd that were for the first time in the blessed
year 1956, so really happens to be my own birth year and therefore also
particularly fruitful for immortal songs.
Sense to zero, the pant legs pulled up and continue your best legs for half
an hour swinging and rocking out on these nine delicious covers that will
be brought by ' Bossa Nova Beatnik'-front man Tom Gould/Tommy,
Eugene and his friends from ' The Chrysler Numbers Band/The Wildcats '.
(valsam)

